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Master’s message
Although exams are
well underway, it is
important to remember
that exams are only one
part of the “Fitz
experience”. Matthew
Waldren (page 19) was
invited to conduct the
choir at the alumni reunion and to speak at
the dinner, telling students to “keep doing
stuff” and to be human, and to make
mistakes. He said he had been blown away
coming back by the curiosity of the
students here, by their “sense of relaxed
scholarship, where no idea is a bad idea and
no question a bad question”. He talked
vividly of the “Fitz environment”. Am I right
to enjoy the concept of “relaxed
scholarship”? Not too relaxed, of course.
It remains a great privilege to be Master
of such a vibrant community. This term we
have been looking forwards and backwards
as we celebrate the granting of the Royal
Charter in 1966 which turned us into a
“real” College. I was thrilled recently when
a Master of an ancient College said that,
when he looks back over 40 years in
Cambridge, a most telling success was
Fitzwilliam, which has turned itself into one
of the biggest Cambridge colleges, and one
with a fantastic reputation.
I have to note sadly that this is the last
Optima in which the wise Helen Bettinson
reigns as Development Director (see back
page). She will be sorely missed – but Fitz
will march onwards and upwards (whatever
the political and economic climate).
Nicky Padﬁeld

Cover Image: L to r: Vince Cable (Economics
1962), The Rt. Hon. Andy Burnham MP (English
1988) and Lord Lamont of Lerwick (Economics
1961) debate the EU referendum at the London
Dinner on 11 May. Photo: Dr John Cleaver.

College News
Economics Nobel for Angus Deaton
Fitz alumnus and Honorary Fellow Angus Deaton
(Economics 1964) has been awarded the Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences 2015.
Professor Deaton, from Princeton University, USA, has
received the prize from the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences “for his analysis of consumption, poverty,
and welfare”.
The Academy website says: “The consumption of
goods and services is a fundamental part of people’s
welfare. The Laureate, Angus Deaton, has deepened
our understanding of different aspects of
consumption. His research concerns issues of immense importance for human welfare,
not least in poor countries. Deaton’s research has greatly inﬂuenced both practical
policymaking and the scientiﬁc community. By emphasizing the links between individual
consumption decisions and outcomes for the whole economy, his work has helped
transform modern microeconomics, macroeconomics and development economics.”

Helena Morrissey

University Honorary Degree
Helena Morrissey (Philosophy 1984) was one of eight
renowned individuals from the worlds of sport, the arts,
business, medicine and architecture chosen by the
University Council to be admitted to Higher Doctorates
honoris causa in 2016. Helena Morrissey, CEO of Newton
Investment Management, and Founder and Chair of the
30% Club (launched in 2010 with the aim of achieving a
minimum of 30% women on FTSE-100 boards), was described
by the University Council as a ‘business leader and gender champion’.

English Fellow awarded two
prestigious fellowships
Dr Hazel Wilkinson, Fellow in English, has recently been awarded
the Carr-Thomas-Ovenden Visiting Fellowship in English Literature
at the Bodleian Libraries (2016–17), and the 2016 Mark Samuels
Lasner Fellowship in Printing History by the American Printing History Association.
Hazel will use these fellowships to carry out research for her book on the Wild Court Press,
an eighteenth-century printing house, spending 10 weeks in Oxford next year and
travelling to the US this summer to visit libraries in New York and Boston.

Bulk Superconductors: Revolution or Red Herring?
Contact the Editor
Alison Carter | optima@fitz.cam.ac.uk
+44 1223 330784
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Fellow David Cardwell, Professor of Superconducting Engineering and Head of
the Department of Engineering, will give this year’s Foundation Lecture on
Thursday 17 November at 6pm. ALL WELCOME!

New Rooms

The Problem with
Economics:
2016 Arrol Adam Lectures
This year’s well-attended lectures organised by
Fitzwilliam’s President Dr Sean Holly explored
'The Problem with Economics’. The ﬁrst lecture
on 18 February was delivered by Professor Coen
Teulings, Montague Burton Chair of Labour
Economics and Industrial Relations at the
University, during which he discussed ‘Secular
stagnation, the introduction of the pill and
house prices’. The second lecture,
‘Neoliberalism: The theory and the empirics’,
was given by Dr Ha-Joon Chang, Reader in the
Political Economy of Development at the
University’s Faculty of Economics.

The completion of ‘A’ staircase on 16 October marked an important moment
in the realisation of the College’s ambitious refurbishment project to update all
its 50-year-old student accommodation. ‘A’ staircase now has 20 newlyrefurbished semi-ensuite study bedrooms, in three ‘ﬂats’, on three ﬂoors, new
kitchens and social spaces, a wheelchair accessible room and a new glazed
porch to minimise heat loss. The renovation project was carefully coordinated
to preserve aspects of the original College accommodation design, an early
project of renowned architect Sir Denys Lasdun. The ambitious project was
kick-started by a generous donation from alumnus Roger Graham OBE
(Engineering 1958) and his wife Irene, who made a lead gift of £500,000
towards the refurbishment. In addition, the College is grateful to a number of
other alumni whose donations helped make the refurbishment possible.
The College is refurbishing staircases 'B' and 'C' this summer.

In Conversation with the Master
This year’s discussions
were on the challenges
of running an NHS
hospital, with former
Cambridge Hospitals
CEO Dr Keith McNeil
and Fellow Dr Kourosh
Saeb-Parsy, transplant
surgeon at
Addenbrooke’s; the use of weapons in history and literature with Fellow Dr John
Leigh, author of Touché: The Duel in Literature (Harvard University Press, 2015)
and bladesmith Magnus Sigurdsson; and the challenges involved in the search
for stability in the Middle East with former UK Ambassador to Jordan and Iraq
Edward Chaplin (right), Ardi Imesis (Fitzwilliam 2014, centre), a UN lawyer
currently doing a PhD on ‘The UN and the Question of Palestine’, and Jonathan
McIvor (Diploma in Applied Criminology and Police Management 2000),
former soldier and policeman turned security sector reform consultant (left).
The Master’s thoughts on the ‘Stability in the Middle East’ conversation can be
found on her blog (www.fitz.cam.ac.uk/about/blog).

These lectures were set up in memory of William
Arrol Adam (Chemistry 1905) as a way to
disseminate knowledge, promote discussion of
issues of general interest and concern, and to
foster the use of plain and simple English.

Lee Kuan Yew
Anniversary
On 31 October 2015, Fitzwilliam hosted The
Legacy of Lee Kuan Yew and the Future of
Singapore, a conference in commemoration of
Lee Kuan Yew’s passing, and in celebration of the
50th anniversary of Singapore as an independent
state. The conference brought together expert
speakers, notable dignitaries from around the world,
and international students from across the UK.

Lee Suan Yew, (Medicine 1954), pictured left here with his
brother’s contemporary Willie Nagel (Law 1950). Willie was
recently honoured in Israel for his role as founding father of the
Kimberley Process, a system which has helped reduce the flow
of conflict diamonds into the US and European markets.
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That was then, this is now…

This year marks the
50th anniversary of
Fitzwilliam gaining

Elisabeth Marseglia writes about her time as the first female Fellow of the College.

its Royal Charter and
becoming a College.
We hear from two alumni
from 1966, this year’s
Golden Matriculants, Graham Nutter (Geography 1966)
and Peter Phillips (History 1966), who both remember
their inaugural year well.

Matriculation 1983. Her first year as Tutor - still the only woman in the front row, between Bursar David Bowyer (right) and the President Harry Hudson (left)

A Golden Footballer…

A Golden Winemaker…
Graham Nutter read Geography and worked
in ﬁnancial services throughout the world
for over 30 years before buying a vineyard,
Chateau St Jacques, in the Minervois,
Languedoc, in 2001. They now export to
some 15 countries and their wines are
recognized by critics in Europe and the USA.

Peter Phillips then and now.

Peter Phillips arrived at Fitzwilliam 50 years ago to read
History under Leslie Wayper and David Thompson, and to
play a little sport. He was a member of the University football
team that beat Oxford three times, and contributed to two
College soccer Cuppers wins and one Cuppers cricket win.
After graduating Peter became a professional footballer,
playing for Luton Town and Cambridge United before serious
injury curtailed his sporting career. He spent the remainder
of his working life as a chartered accountant.
“Life at Fitzwilliam in the late 1960s was like living in an
Olympic village. Turn any corner and you could have bumped
into an international sportsman - cricket, rugby, football,
rowing, hockey, athletics and others I regret that I cannot
remember.
I am not making this up - newly housed on the splendid
Huntingdon Road site, it would appear that the Admissions
Department decided that the College would promote itself
by means of association with sporting success as the icing on
the cake of academic achievement. It was hugely successful
in this aim and ﬁfty years later, whilst the sporting/academic
mix may have changed, the ethos of the College would seem
to remain as it was in those halcyon days so long ago!”

Graham Nutter

“My ﬁrst memory of Cambridge was of depositing my bike and
“things” at my digs towards Histon. College was small and
third years had accommodation priority. Us Freshers had to
lump it miles away. Not very appealing. I certainly remember
the somewhat daunting and depressing cycle ride in wet and
cold up to lectures, then seeking shelter in the library, Hall,
Oxford Road, the JCR and the Bar, anything to delay that cycle
ride “back north” at night.
The College was small and “prison-like” in architecture,
nothing like today’s pride and joy. Huntingdon Road was the
only entrance and was governed by Len Brooker, the University
boxing coach, a useful guardian of the Gate. Curfew was at
midnight but the gate was usually slightly ajar for the
mischievous undergrad. College was warm in spirit by contrast,
notably via sport for me. Given the frugality of the College
existence and its lack of academic record, compensation was
generated by sporting ambitions. The rugby and rowing clubs
were distinctly aggressive at Freshers’ Day and you had to
provide a damn good excuse not to join.

I was elected a Fellow of
Fitzwilliam in 1979, the year
that women were ﬁrst
admitted as Fellows to the
College. Being a woman in a
male-dominated environment
was not a problem for me.
I had done it all before!
When I entered Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore in 1961
they had only recently started
admitting women to their
1979.
graduate school and the
undergraduate school was still all male. I had also started working
at the Cavendish Laboratory in 1975 as a post-doctoral researcher
and women were very thin on the ground at that time.
When I joined the College, the Bursar, Ray Kelly, became my guide
and mentor and made me feel very much at home. From the start
I never encountered any sense of prejudice or anything other than
kindness and friendliness. Apart from supervising Physics students
and serving on various committees throughout the years, I have
also been Senior Vice President of the JMA Trustees and in 1983
became the ﬁrst female Tutor at Fitzwilliam College, ﬁrstly for

undergraduates and then later, for graduates. I remained a Tutor
until my retirement in 2005.
During the academic year 1990 – 91, together with Bill Allison
from Fitzwilliam and others, I organised a course at the Cavendish
for young girls just ﬁnishing their GCSE exams, to encourage them
to take A Level Physics and hence to be eligible for university
training in the Physical Sciences. The girls stayed at Fitzwilliam
during the course and this was an important factor in its success.
We repeated the experiment for several years following.
Fitzwilliam has always been a very musical college and for many
years I played with the College Orchestra (later the Orchestra on
the Hill), and in various College chamber groups. Nowadays I play
with a small group of musicians devoted to playing and promoting
English Baroque music under the directorship of David Woods.
We rehearse in the College chapel and are currently working on
organ and string concertos of the period.
When I retired from the Cavendish I became a Life Fellow of the
College and Fitzwilliam still plays a very important role in my life.
I am eternally grateful for the friendly atmosphere and the shared
common purpose of academic excellence and scholarly pursuit.
It has been a true ‘fellowship’ in every sense of the word.

TV highlight of the week was Top of the Pops, memories of
Joe Cocker and the Stones being vivid. First Hall dinner was
overwhelmed on Thursday night to get in for the 19:30 show.
The Bar was a real “pub”, providing an epicentre of conviviality
and laughter. With Jock, the loquacious barman, one always
knew what was going on. He was good to conﬁde in too.
Our unofﬁcial Pub Landlord.”
1979 - From left: The Duke of Edinburgh with Senior Tutor Robert Lethbridge, Dr Guy Pooley, Dr Edward Davis and Dr Elisabeth Marseglia.
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Widening participation
“Whether the challenge
is a sports fixture, a
piece of homework,
sticking to a diet or
preparing an important
work presentation, we
will be more likely to
achieve our aims if we
have a metacognitive
process to follow.”

Tougher Minds

Fitzwilliam’s Widening
Participation initiatives
Inaugural conference ‘Progress in English Studies’

This year the JCR initiated the Fitzwilliam Shadowing
Scheme, modelled on the successful Cambridge
University Students Union (CUSU) initiative. The pilot
scheme focused on sixth formers from state-maintained
schools and academies in Hammersmith & Fulham, one
of three University allocated ‘link’ areas (also Cumbria
and Cheshire) with whom we work particularly closely.

Alumnus Andrew Foster (History 2000) writes about the development programme he has run
successfully at Colfe’s School in Greenwich, improving learning and attainment outcomes for pupils.
Andrew Foster (right) with Tougher Minds founder Dr Jon Finn.

Our opponents were bafﬂed. The schoolboy rugby side they thrashed
last year had just returned the favour with interest. Even more
bizarrely, after the match our boys began writing in pocket books.
The reason for the turnaround was in those books.

children happier and more in control of learning and their lives. One
GCSE pupil, who prior to working with Tougher Minds had made
herself sick through worry, commented: “I am shocked how not
stressed I am”.

I volunteered to coach the under 15s because they had not won a
single game the previous season. I had seen the power of Tougher
Minds programmes and was sure they could help.

Since graduating from Fitzwilliam in 2003, I have taught a wide
range of young people, including Ashley John-Baptiste (History
2008), one of a very small number of cared-for children to make it to
Cambridge, and now a BBC reporter. Ashley came from my ﬁrst
school, Bacon’s College in Bermondsey. His success conﬁrmed my
belief that pupils from all backgrounds can excel.

Tougher Minds encompasses performance psychology, neuroscience
and human behaviour research; it addresses learning, concentration,
motivation and conﬁdence and critically, emotional regulation.
Nothing is more important to success and well-being, yet most
children receive no explicit teaching of these concepts. That is now
not the case at Colfe’s, the coeducational independent school where
I have worked since 2009.
As Head of GCSE Performance back in 2012, I was aware of Tougher
Minds’ work at other schools and I thought it would be helpful for
them to present to our Year 11 pupils. While watching these sessions
I realised this was not just a ‘nice-to-have’ but absolutely central to
what we were trying to achieve.
Whether the challenge is a sports ﬁxture, a piece of homework,
sticking to a diet or preparing an important work presentation, we
will be more likely to achieve our aims if we have a metacognitive
process to follow. My rugby team used those little books, their
‘performance planners’, not just to map out what they would do but
also how they would think, before and after every game and training
session. Their progress and performance was remarkable. The same
went for pupils using the planners to aid academic efforts. It has
been fantastic to see not just tremendous exam results, but
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The question is how we can help this happen for more young
people. Colfe’s has a longstanding connection with the College,
due to the involvement of the Leathersellers’ Company, and the
school now offers a large number of scholarships to highperforming pupils at schools that have neither sixth forms nor a
track record of pupils going on to university. These pupils are ideal
Cambridge candidates – intelligent, hard-working, full of potential.
Tougher Minds now helps them not just to achieve academically
but also to handle the challenges of transition from school to
university and professional life.
Tougher Minds has won a national award, featured in the national
press and was called into government consultations on character
education. Companies are also looking to support Tougher Minds
projects with children from disadvantaged backgrounds. This
provides great hope not just for them, but for all of us – we
can all learn to better manage ourselves, whoever and
wherever we are.
www.tougherminds.co.uk

New Fitzwilliam
Shadowing Scheme

Twenty-one Year 12 (lower sixth) students from maintained schools
from across the country, and their teachers, attended the College’s
ﬁrst-ever ‘Progress in English Studies’ conference held on 14 March.
Dr Paul Chirico, Senior Tutor, said: “Fitzwilliam has a history of
pioneering access initiatives, and this event was designed to
help students and their teachers ﬁnd out more about studying English
at Cambridge and, in particular, at Fitzwilliam College.”
Three English Fellows gave mini-lectures on topics showcasing some
of the more recent, exciting developments in their research ﬁelds.
Dr Kasia Boddy spoke on ‘Poetry and Painting: Interconnections’;
Dr Hero Chalmers discussed ‘Shakespeare’s Things: Renaissance
Literature and Material Culture’; and Dr Paul Chirico asked ‘Did
Romanticism Happen?’.
The Year 12 students were also able to experience what Cambridge
supervisions are like by taking part in small-group discussions of
poetry with some of the College’s current English students. The
supervision-style discussions were enjoyed by all and our students
commented on how willing the Year 12s were to take part and the
insightful nature of their contributions. A similar event is planned
for next year.

Both the College staff and student access team
organise regular events with schools and colleges
across the country, to inspire able students to
realise their potential and consider making an
application to a top university. Contact the Schools
Liaison Ofﬁcer Aemilia McDonnell on:
01223 332063 or slo@ﬁtz.cam.ac.uk
for more details.

Fitzwilliam undergraduates volunteered their time to
mentor 10 pupils thinking of applying to Cambridge or
Fitzwilliam. These pupils stayed in College, and
‘shadowed’ their mentors from Thursday to Saturday in
the Michaelmas Term, attending lectures, supervisions,
seminars and practicals. Fitzwilliam’s Admissions team
advised on admissions procedure, writing a good
personal statement, and planning ﬁnances for
undergraduate study. The Shadows had a taste of the
fun stuff too: participants joined their mentors in their
sports, drama and music activities, ate in Hall and hung
out in the café with the other undergraduates.

“I am incredibly motivated to work hard at school in
order to get into Fitz. I feel hopeful for my future, but
I realise the work I need to put into my dreams.”
2015 participant
Applications to the Fitzwilliam Shadowing Scheme are
subject to the same rigorous criteria as those applying
to the CUSU-led scheme. The JCR prioritises pupils who
meet the academic conditions (predicted As or higher
in their A levels or equivalents) and criteria for
Widening Participation: these include those pupils who
would be the ﬁrst in their family to attend university,
those who attend schools which rarely send pupils to
university, pupils in receipt of free school meals, pupils
who are young carers, and pupils who are in care.

“The resounding positivity of all
the feedback we received from
the visiting students and Fitz
mentors alike speaks for itself:
it was an incredibly enjoyable
and inspiring weekend for all of us.”
Sophie Keating, JCR Target & Access Executive
The 2016 Shadowing Scheme will take place from
29 November – 1 December, and the JCR plans to
extend the invitation to sixth-formers from statemaintained schools in Cumbria, another Link Area.
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Innovators

Fitzwilliam Society

SwiftKey:

London Dinner and EU referendum debate

making typing smart
Back in 2008 Fitzwilliam alumnus Ben
Medlock (PhD Computer Science 2002)
and his friend Jon Reynolds (Selwyn
2004) came to the conclusion that
typing on touchscreens was not only
painfully slow, but also frustrating. It
was then they decided to create an
app that would make typing faster and
more predictive. And so SwiftKey was
born for Android in 2010 with the iOS
version released four years later.
The SwiftKey Keyboard app uses artiﬁcial intelligence to make typing
intuitive and personal. It is capable of learning the habits of its users
and can predict their next word, meaning less time is spent correcting
typos. Now found in more than 300 million devices worldwide, it has
been estimated to have saved more than 50 trillion keystrokes and
100,000 years’ worth of typing time in the past six years. The app has
received numerous awards since its launch including the Guardian
Digital Innovation Award (2012) and the Sunday Times Tech Track:
100 Ones to Watch (2013). It also featured on both Google’s and
Apple’s ‘best apps of 2014’ lists. SwiftKey was recently bought by
Microsoft for £174 million, but Medlock and Reynolds have assured
their loyal fans that the app will remain on Android and iOS for free.
“I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Fitz, and was lucky enough to be
able to apply the learnings from my PhD to a challenging real world
problem. I’m incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved and grateful
for the grounding I received at Cambridge”. www.swiftkey.com

‘Students Of’ project
Joe Binder, a second-year Geography student at Fitzwilliam, is
behind the successful ‘Students Of’ project. What began as a
simple Facebook page on our University students now
comprises 15 universities across the UK, US and Italy with
more than 25,000 combined followers and 200,000 unique
visitors each week.
Inﬂuenced by the highly successful ‘Humans of New York’ blog
and Facebook page, ‘Students of Cambridge’ started out as a
way to breakdown people’s stereotypes of Oxbridge and
provide prospective students with a real feel of what people
and life are like in Cambridge. Joe Binder says: “I wanted to
create an opportunity for people to virtually ‘meet’ students
by gaining an insight into their lives”.
It was after a 2014 post on the ‘Black Lives Matter’ campaign
following the Ferguson shooting, which reached over 20,000
people, that Joe realised how ‘Students Of’ could also provide
a platform for student representation and expression. Its posts
on mental illness, wildlife conservation, ﬁghting anti-semitism
or sexual assault have demonstrated how powerful this and
other social media are, and how something that started out
as an ‘alternative prospectus’ has the power to be more than
just that. www.facebook.com/studentsofCambridge

The 85th Fitzwilliam Society London Dinner met with exceptional
demand, due to the addition of a timely debate on the EU
referendum. As a former Master Stationer, Society President Nigel
Stapleton (Economics 1965) hosted Fitzwilliam in Stationers’ Hall for
the third year running, while the referendum debate found a worthy
home in the Guild Church of St Martin-within-Ludgate – an early
design by Sir Christopher Wren.

on his call to protect the European project and its economic
advantages for the next generation, while Lord Lamont countered
that the project’s aims extended no further than protecting the Euro
as a currency. Contributing from the ﬂoor were Marina Wheeler QC
(Law 1983) for Leave, and Catherine Barnard (Law 1986), Professor
of EU Law at Trinity College, Cambridge, who refuses to supervise
students who have not registered to vote!

Two hundred alumni – many of them attending the dinner for the
ﬁrst time – heard Lord Lamont of Lerwick (Economics 1961), Sir
Vince Cable (Economics 1962) and The Rt. Hon. Andy Burnham MP
(English 1988), debate the merits of Remain v. Leave. Andy Burnham
delivered an impassioned appeal for Remain, Vince Cable expanded

From drinks to debating to a rousing round-up of the achievements
of current Fitzwilliam students from former JCR President Alex Cicale,
the 85th London Dinner made for an edifying and entertaining
evening, bringing together old faces and new to celebrate
Fitzwilliam’s contribution to this and many other debates.

Fitzwilliam Society Awards

Pioneering lung biopsy method
Dr Sam Hare (Medicine 1995) has
introduced a revolutionary way of
doing lung biopsies for medical tests
at North London’s Barnet Hospital.

“Sam Hare’s team has been named
‘Cancer Care Team of the Year’ by
the British Medical Journal (BMJ).”
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The new method, which uses a small
compact device called the Heimlich valve
chest drain, instead of a traditional bulky
chest drain, could free up hospital beds
and increase tenfold the number of lifesaving tests carried out each year. Dr
Hare said: “This really is a paradigm shift
in the way we carry out lung biopsies”.

Dr Hare, consultant thoracic radiologist
and chief of radiology at Barnet Hospital,
began piloting the new method in 2011
after returning from a thoracic radiology
fellowship at The Ottawa Hospital in
Canada, where the biopsy technique was
well established.
Dr Hare and his ambulatory lung biopsy
team at Barnet Hospital were awarded the
2015 – 2016 NHS England £100,000
Cancer Challenge Prize for this innovative
service. www.lungdiagnosis.com

Current students L to R: Dan Jafferji (Medicine 2011), Conor Reid (Medicine 2011),
Saeed Kayhanian (Medicine 2013) and Dr Chinedu Ugwu (PhD Vet Med 2014)

The four alumnae who attended Peterborough County School for Girls (now
defunct) and Fitzwilliam, seen together for the first time since they were at school
in 1979. L to R: Judith Bunting (NatSci 1979), Sally Howes (Geography 1979),
Helen Bettinson (History 1982), Sarah King (History 1980).

Students are beneﬁting from the new Fitzwilliam Society
awards scheme that launched this year after 2015’s
successful pilot. Applicants pitched for a share of the £2,000
pot, which was divided equally between undergraduates and
graduates. This year’s successful bids from undergraduates
have led to the purchase of a mini greenhouse for the
Allotment Society (£220), a contribution to student arts
publication Footnotes (£100) and a grant to the JCR to buy
sound equipment for events (£700). £1,008 was awarded
to the graduate bid for a digital arts project under the
auspices of the Fitzwilliam College Art Society.
Rachael Webb (NatSci 1979) is on the Society sub-committee
that worked with the JCR and MCR to run the bids process:
“The grants panel really enjoyed discussing the variety of
excellent student projects, and we have no hesitation in
continuing with the programme next year. As well as
providing funds to help enhance the student experience,
we hope the whole process of applying for grants will
contribute to the learning curve for life after Fitz.”
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during the ﬁrst read-through, they had used Ted Hughes’s
translation, only to ﬁnd that it was “too cerebral and didn’t reach
beyond the edge of the stage.” A new, more accessible translation
was commissioned from Rory, who, with strong family links to the
military, found a particular personal resonance in the Oresteia’s
exploration of soldiers’ experiences of returning home from war.

Producing tragedy
Adele Thomas (English 2000) produced Aeschylus’s
Oresteia at Shakespeare’s Globe last year and then came to
Fitz to talk to students about the production. James Sutton
(English 2013) reports.
A visual reference for the production - a still from Derek Jarman’s film ‘Jubilee’.

‘Tragedy’ is a word that gets thrown around with surprising
nonchalance. Consider how frequently bad news stories are
labelled ‘tragic’; or the clamour among headline writers to be the
ﬁrst to land the ‘Greek debt tragedy’ pun as the country’s
government wrangled with the EU last year? Just think how many
people ﬂocked to see Benedict Cumberbatch as Hamlet at the
Barbican last year. While this may have had more to do with the
man in the lead role than with the virtues of that particular
production, it tells us something about how we treat tragedy –
both the emotional experience and the literary genre – as the
pinnacle of Western culture.
It’s no coincidence that Cambridge’s English and Classics Triposes
share a Part II paper simply entitled ‘Tragedy’: after all, tragedy is
perhaps Western culture’s most serious attempt to engage with
questions of suffering, loss, and change. The Tragedy paper
encourages cross-period, cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary
thinking, ranging from the origins of tragedy in the ancient Greek
drama of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, through to
Shakespeare and his early modern contemporaries, and beyond,
up to the modern day.
Of course, this privileging of tragedy above other modes is nothing
new, and we certainly can’t blame Cambridge for it. In ancient
Athens, a civic festival was held each year in which the latest tragic
offerings were performed before the great and the good.
Performing tragedy was integral to the formation of the city state’s
common identity, even if the exact nature of the relationship
between Athenian democracy and the signiﬁcance of watching
something like the tragic fall of a king – Sophocles’ Oedipus, for
example – remains disputed.
Tragedy was politically inﬂected from the start, and retains that
signiﬁcance today; we need only look to the politicisation of the
debate over how Britain and other European nations should
respond to the tragic plight of refugees to see this at work.
Tragedy is perennially relevant, and continues to ﬁnd new
meanings, even if the theatre is no longer our ﬁrst port of call for
entertainment and culture.
In October, a group of English and Classics students from
Fitzwilliam went to the Globe Theatre for the closing night of Fitz
alumna Adele Thomas’s production of Aeschylus’s Oresteia – the
sole surviving complete trilogy of Greek tragic plays. In this bold
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adaptation, Adele sought to unite old and new. While retaining
some of the important classical details, including the traditional
Dionysiac dance sequence at the end, the production featured riot
police, a chorus of Greek citizens in modern dress, and a boardedup stage and backdrop covered in grafﬁti – all recalling the civic
disorder on the streets of Athens in recent years.

took the story of the ultimate Christian tragedy to the people, with
performers and audience mingling to make a crowd of 30,000
people for the vast spectacle. She describes how, after that
mammoth production, she now ﬁnds it impossible to make
theatre which isn’t “an event”.
However, Adele explained that that sort of theatre is not possible at
the Globe, where the daylight means that the audience remains
constantly aware of the distinction between themselves and the
actors. This time, tragedy could not simply step down off the stage
into the audience, and Adele had to ﬁnd a different way to make
this ancient text work for modern eyes and ears.

Blood-smeared Clytemnestra (Katy Stephens) after she has killed Agamemnon.

Set in the aftermath of the Trojan War as the Greek leader
Agamemnon returns to his native Argos, the Oresteia tells
the story of the cycle of violent revenge which greets him, and
which threatens the overthrow of his dynasty. Agamemnon’s wife
Clytemnestra is enraged by his decision to sacriﬁce one of their
daughters, Iphigenia, in order to begin the war ten years earlier,
and plots to kill him and install herself and her lover in his place.
The action then follows their son Orestes, reunited with his sister
Electra after years in exile, as they attempt to avenge their father’s
death. To do so, however, Orestes must commit a blood-crime by
murdering his mother, earning him the terrible ire of the
goddesses who punish crimes against blood relatives, the Furies.
It is only by recourse to Athenian democracy and justice in the
concluding show trial, featuring the goddess Athena herself, that
Orestes can restore order and bring the bloodshed to an end.
When she returned to Fitz in February to speak about the
production for the Fitzwilliam College Literary Society, Adele
explained that the mash-up works well for her as a director, having
previously made “a lot of naturalistic plays that weren’t very
good”. In 2013 Adele worked on Passion a play for National
Theatre Wales, which culminated in a 72-hour performance on the
streets of her hometown. Starring Michael Sheen, that production

The Globe, though not the sort of theatre space she was necessarily
used to, does come with its own advantages. It was, in Adele’s
words, “the ﬁrst place of proper public theatre in England”, and the
structure of the space is not dissimilar to that of the ancient Greek
stage, with the recessed doors at the back of the stage serving in
much the same way as the small building which stood at the back
of the Greek amphitheatre. On an equally grand scale, the Globe
was, then, the perfect place to stage the ﬁrst “civic tragedy”.

For Adele, however, the translation’s greatest virtue was its focus
on the failures of language; Rory and Adele had consulted the
Cambridge classicist Simon Goldhill during the production’s
development stage. He had stressed that Ancient Greece had an
unwritten, oral culture. The chorus, for example, repeat the lines
“Speaking will be our undoing” and “Speak only good things.”
“You just know tragedy’s going to happen,” says Adele. Indeed it
does, and, with directors as engaging as Adele working on the
stage, it will surely continue to do so.
The Globe trip, and Adele’s
visit to Fitz, were made
possible by the Chris Martin
Theatre Fund, which supports
students of English in
attending the theatre.

Agamemnon: costume reference by designer Hannah Clark.

Fancy writing an essay?
Here are some questions from
recent Tragedy papers.
‘Tragedy is assimilated in [the] image of the trial.’ (WALTER
BENJAMIN) Consider the dialogue between tragic and judicial
performance in at least two cultures or periods.
‘It is characteristic of tragedy that it should affront poetic
justice.’ (A.D. NUTTALL) Discuss.
A visual reference for the production - Graffiti in Athens.

Of course, the almost unavoidable contemporary references helped
to reach across the actor-audience divide too; this was, according
to Adele, a “predominantly visual” production which made good
on the striking parallels between the crisis in which the city of
Argos ﬁnds itself in the Oresteia and the unrest in modern Greece.
What made the most signiﬁcant difference, however, was the
quality of Rory Mullarkey’s new translation. Adele describes how,

‘Metaphor can appear to be a gesture of healing – it pulls a
stitch through the rift that our capacity for language opens
between us and the world’. (JAN ZWICKY) Discuss the relation
between metaphor and extremity in tragic art in any medium.
‘[Tulliver] had a destiny as well as Oedipus, and … might
plead, like Oedipus, that his deed was inflicted on him rather
than committed by him’. (GEORGE ELIOT) Do tragedies train
us to believe, or question, such pleas?
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Books by members
FRONTIER OF FEAR:
CONFRONTING THE
TALIBAN ON
PAKISTAN’S BORDER
David L. Gosling
December 2015
www.ibtauris.com

TALES FROM THE
RABBI’S DESK:
VOLUME 1
Rabbi Walter
Rothschild
September 2015
www.lulu.com
Publisher’s description: “As a Rabbi
I had been taught always to look
behind a story, to see what is
hiding in the spaces between the
letters and between the lines... to
be aware of other dimensions. To
be sensitive, like Elijah the prophet,
to still, small voices”. Rabbi Walter
Rothschild brings us a collection of
stories, some ﬁction, some based
on fact that give an insight into
the rich tapestry of human lives
that he and his colleagues have
touched.
Rabbi Walter Rothschild (Theology
1984) served as a Rabbi in Leeds
and other communities in
Yorkshire. He currently lives in Berlin
and has also written and performed
the lyrics for 'The Minyan Boys’
jazz band.

SACRED SPACES
James Pallister
March 2015
uk.phaidon.com

Publisher’s description: A groundbreaking and enlightening
exploration of the structures
which elevate architecture to
spirituality. Sacred Spaces
showcases 30 of the most breathtaking, innovative, iconic and
undiscovered examples of c
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ontemporary religious
architecture, including work by
well-known architects alongside
emerging designers. Spanning all
major religions and places of
worship from intimate, reﬂective
chapels and cemeteries to
dramatic cathedrals and
memorials, Sacred Spaces
documents each project with
lavish in-depth photography,
drawings and texts by James
Pallister that provide a modern
historical context. An inspiring
collection and thorough survey,
the buildings in Sacred Spaces will
appeal to architects and designers
as well as the general public
intrigued by creative culture,
religion and spirituality.
James Pallister (SPS 2002) is an
independent publisher, writer and
editor. He has worked at the
Architects’ Journal, and taught at
the Architectural Association.

MEDIEVAL
MARITIME WARFARE
Charles D. Stanton
June 2015
www.pen-andsword.co.uk
Publisher’s description: Following
the fall of Rome, the sea is
increasingly the stage upon which
the human struggle of western
civilization is played out. In a
world of few roads and great
disorder, the sea is the medium on
which power is projected and
wealth sought. Yet this confused
period in the history of maritime
warfare has rarely been studied.
Medieval Maritime Warfare
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depicts the development of
maritime warfare from the end
of the Roman Empire to the
dawn of the Renaissance,
detailing the wars waged in the
Mediterranean by the Byzantines,
Muslims, and others as well as
those fought in northern waters
by the Vikings, English, French
and the Hanseatic League.
Dr Charles D. Stanton (PhD History
2008) is a former US naval ofﬁcer
and airline pilot who, after
retirement, studied medieval
history at Fitzwilliam College.

DAMAGES
Peter McKenna
(and Tadhg Dorgan)
July 2015
www.roundhall.ie
Publisher’s description: This new
title covers the issue of damages
in Irish law in extensive detail,
and is the only modern text to
do so. It provides essential
assistance to counsel and
solicitors in providing advice on
quantum, and in advising clients
on the likely success of a
particular action. As well as
providing commentary on
general principles of
approaching quantum such as
contributory negligence, the
book also deals with substantive
areas, including: Personal injuries;
Contract; Statutory damages;
Misfeasance; Bullying and
Harassment; Psychiatric Injury;
Defamation; and Economic torts.
It also provides commentary on
practical and procedural aspects
of damages law.

Peter McKenna (Criminology
2007) is currently in his ﬁfth year
of practice at The Bar of Ireland
and is based in Dublin.

REHEARSING THE
STATE: THE POLITICAL
PRACTICES OF
THE TIBETAN
GOVERNMENTIN-EXILE
Fiona McConnell
March 2016
eu.wiley.com
Publisher’s description:
Rehearsing the State presents a
comprehensive investigation of
the institutions, performances,
and actors through which the
Tibetan Government-in-Exile is
rehearsing statecraft. McConnell
offers new insights into how
communities ofﬁcially excluded
from formal state politics enact
hoped-for futures and seek
legitimacy in the present. The
book offers timely and original
insights into exile Tibetan politics
based on detailed qualitative
research in Tibetan communities
in India and advances existing
debates in political geography by
bringing ideas of stateness and
statecraft into dialogue with
geographies
of temporality.
Dr Fiona McConnell (Geography
2001) is Associate Professor in
Human Geography at the
University of Oxford and sits on
the Board of Directors of the
Tibet Justice Centre.

Publisher’s description: The
troubled borderland of Pakistan
and Afghanistan the so-called
AfPak region is one of the most
dangerous areas of the world.
Between 2006 and 2010 David
L. Gosling lived in Peshawar, the
provincial capital of KhyberPakhtunkhwa, where he was
principal of Edwardes College, a
prestigious higher education
college, afﬁliated with the
University of Peshawar. In this
book, Gosling describes his time
at Edwardes College and the
challenges and changes of his
tenure. Providing a personal
account of the education and
politics of this frontier region, this
book offers a unique viewpoint
on a part of the world which is
often misunderstood.
David L. Gosling (Theology 1963)
is a Life Member and former
Spalding Fellow at Clare Hall,
University of Cambridge.

THE HOUSE
AT THE EDGE OF
NIGHT
Catherine Banner
May 2016
www.penguin.co.uk
Publisher’s description:
On a tiny island off the coast of
Italy, Amedeo Esposito, a
foundling from Florence, thinks
he has found a place where,
ﬁnally, he can belong. Intrigued
by a building the locals believe to
be cursed, Amedeo restores the
crumbling walls, replaces sagging
doors and sweeps ﬂoors before
proudly opening the bar he
names the ‘House at the Edge of
Night’. Surrounded by the sound
of the sea and the scent of
bougainvillea, he and the

beautiful, ﬁercely intelligent Pina
begin their lives together. Home
to the spirited, chaotic Esposito
family for generations, the island
withstands a century of turmoil –
transformed in ways both big and
small by war, tourism and
recession. It’s a place alive with
stories, legends and, sometimes,
miracles. And while regimes
change, betrayals are discovered
and unexpected friendships
nurtured, the House at the Edge
of Night remains: the backdrop
for long-running feuds and the
stage for great love affairs.
Catherine Banner (English 2008)
began writing at the age of
fourteen. She has published a
trilogy of young adult novels,
The Last Descendants.

CINEMA AT THE
EDGES: NEW
ENCOUNTERS
WITH JULIO MEDEM,
BIGAS LUNA AND
JOSÉ LUIS GUERÍN
Abigail Loxham
May 2014
www.berghahnbooks.com
Publisher’s description: The works
of popular Spanish ﬁlm directors
Julio Medem, Juan José Bigas Luna,
and José Luis Guerín are newly
appraised in relation to their
engagement with alternative
national and cinematic
subjectivities. Their ﬁlms examine
the limitations of the cinematic
gaze, as the author shows,
highlighting the ways in which
these directors make recourse to
hybridity, contact, and interface to
overcome the binary power
dynamic previously thought to be
a feature of cinema. This book
explores their status as solely
“Spanish” ﬁlmmakers while
focusing on their diverse and
immensely creative output,
offering new readings that engage
with current debates in visual
culture surrounding
psychoanalytic theory,
phenomenology, and theories of
documentary practice.

Dr Abigail Loxham (MML 1998)
is Lecturer in Contemporary
Spanish Cultural Studies at the
University of Manchester.

A DICTIONARY
OF MUTUAL
UNDERSTANDING
Jackie Copleton
July 2015
www.penguin.co.uk
Publisher’s description: Amaterasu
Takahashi has spent her life
grieving for her daughter Yuko
and grandson Hideo, who were
victims of the atomic bomb
dropped on Nagasaki in 1945.
Now a widow living in America,
she believes that one man was
responsible for her loss; a local
doctor who caused an
irreparable rift between mother
and daughter. When a man
claiming to be Hideo arrives on
her doorstep, she is forced to
revisit the past; the hurt and
humiliation of her early life, the
intoxication of a ﬁrst romance
and the realisation that if she had
loved her daughter in a different
way, she might still be alive
today. The book has been
nominated for the Bailey’s 2016
Women’s Prize for Fiction.
Jackie Copleton (English 1990)
moved to Japan in 1993 to teach
in language schools in Nagasaki
and Sapporo.

STRANGE THREADS:
AN ODYSSEY
THROUGH
COMMUNITY
THEATRE
Jack Blackburn

develop community theatre. As I
began writing the book I found
increasingly that aspects of my
personal life meshed with the
work produced. Strange the
threads that stitch a life together.
The book became an odyssey
through two decades of learning
and adventure, of endeavour and
risky initiatives, of trials and
tribulations, challenging
confrontations and comedic
encounters, of fun and failure and
friendships and love, and a ﬁnal
homecoming.
Jack Blackburn (English 1964)
works in theatre and has
directed 82 productions in the
past 20 years.

THE SERPENT KING
(SECRET OF THE
TOMBS)
Helen Moss
July 2016
www.orionchildrensbooks.co.uk
Publisher’s description: Ryan Flint
and Cleo McNeil are in Mexico
searching for the burial site of an
ancient Maya king. While Cleo is
determined to solve the mystery
of Jaguar Paw’s death, Ryan has
another mission - even closer to
his heart - the search for his
father. But there's an enemy in
the camp. Someone who will stop
at nothing to prevent them
ﬁnding the mysterious object that
will lead to the truth hidden in
the heart of the jungle.
Dr Helen Moss
(PhD Psycholinguistics 1987)
spent many years researching
language and the brain before
becoming the writer of the
popular Adventure Island and
Secret of the Tombs children’s
book series.

May 2013
www.strangethreads.co.uk
Publisher’s description: My name is
Jack, Jack Blackburn. I decided to
write a book about my work in
theatre. Having directed 82
productions and created an Arts
Centre in a twenty-year period
when my professional role was to
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Fitz and Footlights
Fitz students Guy Emanuel, Sam Grabiner, Jordan Mitchell and Theo Wethered have
been making Cambridge (and Edinburgh) audiences laugh for three years now in
shows produced by Alex Cartlidge. Alex is one of the Footlights ‘Lagoon’ tour managers
this year and Sam, Guy and Jordan are three of the writers and performers.
Alison Carter talked to them.

Alex, what does a producer really do?
Alex: I’d also like to ask that. I think, generally, I sit back and they
come to me and say “We want…” For our ﬁrst show it was a
giant ear….
Sam: Also, to sell the show.
Alex: Yes, selling the show, obviously, is really important and we’ve
sold mostly really well. My ﬁrst exposure to Cambridge was
through knowing about the Footlights so I always wanted to get
involved. I’m not funny or brave enough to go on the stage... I’m
deﬁnitely funny enough but I’m not brave enough, so producing
was the closest I could get to it.

Who has been the biggest influence on you?
Sam: Chaplin and Buster Keaton and old clown stuff as well as
Cambridge people like Peter Cook.
Jordan: All the other students doing comedy. The person who
inﬂuenced me most would be Trygve Wakenshaw, who’s a clowny
person Sam introduced me to.
Theo: I watched about ten YouTube videos of a guy called Michael
Davis, I like him.
Guy: In ﬁrst year Jordan and I were watching the old Mitchell and
Webb or Mighty Boosh.
Alex: I grew up watching quite a lot of Jewish comedy so Woody
Allen and Mel Brooks and Jerry Seinfeld and Larry David. Since I’ve
come here, I’ve been to the Fringe for the ﬁrst time and watched
a lot more experimental out-there stuff.

You’ve got quite a following in Cambridge…
has that gone to your heads at all?
From left: Jordan Mitchell, Guy Emanuel, Sam Grabiner, Alex Cartlidge, Theo Wethered (all 2013).

How did you all meet?

How would you describe your comedy?

Sam: Guy was the ﬁrst person I met when I moved into my room
on the ﬁrst day of ﬁrst year.
Jordan: Sam, Guy and I met on the Fitz Freshers’ bar crawl. We
were either the cool ones or the loser ones because we splintered
off and talked about movies. Theo came up to me about a week
later and propositioned me with a sketch idea.

Theo: Inclusive.
Sam: Yes. We’re really interested in playing with the audience and
the audience playing a role in a show.
Jordan: I don’t think we’re really interested in sketch comedy. We’re
doing sketch shows but everyone came to it from different places.
Sam has brought much more theatrical interest and knowledge,
making it more physical and more clowny. Guy hadn’t really seen any
comedy when he came.
Guy: Yes, my parents just don’t really like comedy. In France the
comedy scene is very different and rubbish…
Jordan: Guy’s really good at music. Often in our shows we try to do
things that allow, basically, for people to show off. The thing that
runs through most of our sketches is that they’re usually quite surreal
in the setting.
Alex: I think, sitting on the periphery between being involved and
watching, it’s quite interesting how it’s become more experimental
and more adventurous, I think, from when we ﬁrst started. Also,
it’s pretty well produced. I’d like to say it’s well organised, but it’s
very disorganised.

What were you like as children?
Alex: Quite cynical, quite serious. I don’t think I was that dissimilar
to how I am now. I was quite focused about what I’m achieving.
Guy: I was very energetic, very much brimming with energy,
played a lot of sport. I was obsessed with football. I still am.
Theo: I was quite quiet but also quite cynical and I’m told that
I had quite a sharp wit.
Jordan: I was quite innocent, and much more introverted and
thoughtful about things.
Sam: I was very hyper and loud and busy, and also very into drama
and theatre and things.
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Sam: Yes, massively! Comedy in general is in a really healthy state
here, which is the result of the work of hundreds of people over
the last 60 years.
Guy: There’s deﬁnitely a risk of it going to your head but, when
you venture outside of Cambridge, it’s very grounding.
Jordan: I wouldn’t say it’s gone to our heads but I think it deﬁnitely
means a lot more to me when I hear someone talking about
Pelican because ‘Pelican’ is a name that we invented in one of our
rooms. For us, it has so many connotations of our friendship and
years of messing around and working together.
Guy: When you feel appreciation for what you’re doing, it gives
you the conﬁdence to perform differently and try out new things.
Theo: I think it’s a very rare thing really to have access to crowds.
The nicest thing was when this middle-aged couple saw us in
Cambridge and came to see the show in Edinburgh and
afterwards said, “We’ve seen all your shows”. They were lovely.

Jordan: I think there is a spirit to the place that does get handed
down and you come and it’s so friendly. I think us four or ﬁve
meeting so early on and feeling comfortable enough to start
working and suggesting ideas together in a really open way felt
quite linked to the atmosphere at Fitz.
Sam: All of the academics I’ve encountered associated with Fitz
English have been not only really good at teaching you English but
pastorally really aware and supportive of comedy and theatre
which has been really good and which I think is unique to Fitz.
Theo: I think there’s also quite a nice supportive atmosphere
amongst the students where every time we’ve done a show
there’s always been a Fitz night, especially at the beginning
where we had 50 people from Fitz.
Sam: Not even close friends.
Theo: In fact, some people I hated.
Sam: I think we were lucky in that we came in the year in which
theatre and comedy were thriving at Fitz, with Hunter Allen,
Joshan Chana, Seb Sutcliffe, Sarah Livingstone and Rachel Hunter.
Jordan: Rachel Hunter was my college mum and she did loads of
producing.

Plans for the future…?
Jordan: Theo’s quit the biz.
Theo: They’ve actually suggested that I don’t join the next show.
I don’t think I want to do comedy as a long-term game, so I’m
petering out a bit, I guess. I am taking six months off and after
that, I’ve got a job contract in London for business stuff.
Guy: He’s going to be funding, basically.
Jordan: We’re going to be living in Theo’s garage, the three of us,
continuing to write comedy and getting scraps of food.
Theo: Not until you learn to keep it down.
Jordan: We’ve been slowly making jokes about that to Theo to the
point where in ten years, he’ll probably be surprised if that’s not
the case. Us three currently live in a house in Cambridge and are
hoping to carry on writing together.
Guy: We’ll probably be writing a lot of music, that would probably
be my ideal career path.
Sam: We’re all really united in this endeavour of making comedy.
We also, individually, have things that we’re excited to pursue
outside of that, whether it’s music or ﬁlm or writing.
Jordan: The main plan is we’re going to clear out our garage and
make a sci-ﬁ ﬁlm in there. Theo’s promised that he’s going to play
a robot.
Theo: I have not promised that.
Guy: You signed the contract.
Jordan: Theo will be ‘Accountant-bot’ or something.
Sam: I think it, basically, means that we’re really set on making our
own work.

What have you appreciated about being at Fitzwilliam?
Guy: I initially didn’t sign up to play football because I was scared
about the reputation of English sports teams being very masculine
and drinking a lot. When I did pluck up the courage to sign up,
they were the nicest bunch of people and I think that applies to a
lot of Fitzwilliam.
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Art News

Fitzwilliam Art Society

The Caro
donation
The 24 paintings recently donated to the College by the
family of Sir Anthony Caro, the internationally renowned
sculptor, include works by some of the leading exponents of

The College’s Art Society was revived this
year by Olli Vanderpoorten (MRes Sensor
Technologies 2015) and Isa Bonachera-Martin
(MPhil Physics 2015) with the aim of
providing a space for student artists to
develop their work alongside others with
a shared passion for all things arty.
Thanks to the generosity of the Fitzwilliam
Society, the Art Society has been able to
purchase and install a digital art system
comprising a Lenovo desktop, Wacom
Intuos Pro and Wacom Intuos Draw.

This new system appeals to students who
want to produce art but cannot afford to buy
canvas and art supplies. Recent projects have
included a poster for a student stand-up
show and several cartoons (pictured).
A Fitz Fine Arts Competition will take place
on 15 –16 June. Artwork on any topic
produced by Fitzwilliam undergraduates,
graduates, staff and Fellows will be on
display in the old SCR room with a £100
prize for the winner and £50 for the first
two runners-up.

abstract painting of the last quarter of the 20th century.
Although most are by British artists, the collection is
international and American, Canadian, Catalan, French and
South African painters also feature.
Detail from Sweet Thunder 1991, by Paul Tonkin, one of the
24 paintings in the Caro collection.

Portrait of Sir Anthony Caro at
Museo Correr, Venice (2013)
Photo: Mike Bruce
Image courtesy of Gagosian and
Barford Sculptures Ltd

Anthony Caro (1924-2013) played a pivotal role in the development
of twentieth-century sculpture. After studying sculpture at the Royal
Academy Schools in London, he worked as assistant to Henry Moore.
He came to public attention with a show at the Whitechapel Gallery
in 1963, where he exhibited large abstract sculptures brightly
painted and standing directly on the ground so that they engage the
spectator on a one-to-one basis. This was a radical departure from
the way sculpture had hitherto been seen, and paved the way for
future developments in three-dimensional art.

By their nature and period the paintings are entirely appropriate
for the Modernist architectural setting of Fitzwilliam College and
will have a mutually enhancing impact. Collectively they present
the multifaceted nature of non-representational painting and in
several instances, notably Robert Scott’s Barcelona and Graham
Mileson’s Silent Running, the boundaries between painting and
sculpture are blurred – hence probably their appeal to Caro.
Overall the painters represent a diversity of approaches to space,
light, colour, surface and texture. With the acquisition of this
collection Fitzwilliam College, together with Churchill, Murray
Edwards, Girton and Kettle’s Yard, forms a major focus for
contemporary art in Cambridge.

College photography
competition

In Michaelmas Term 2015 students from all years and
subjects were invited to submit their own photographs in
four categories: Colour, Community, Fresh and Shadow. The
overall winner (and winner of the ‘Shadow’ category) was
Matteo Mirolo, a third-year HSPS student.

LUX:
Illumination in
Fitzwilliam Chapel
As part of the College’s 50th Anniversary celebrations an
exhibition entitled ‘LUX: Illumination in Fitzwilliam Chapel’ is
being held in the Chapel crypt. The exhibits include posters of
projects by seven ﬁrst-year Architecture students (including
Fitzwilliam student Tom Phillips), examining the effects of light
in the building, as well as photographs by students.

Professor Richard Marks, Keeper of the Works of Art

The collection will be available to view at Fitzwilliam College
in due course.

Dark Planet installed
A new sculpture, Dark Planet, was installed in Tree Court on 4 February. The sculpture – designed by
David Harber – was donated by alumnus Roger Graham OBE (Engineering 1958) and his wife, Irene,
as part of their major gift towards the refurbishment of ‘A’ Staircase. Dark Planet has been created
using hundreds of Welsh slate pieces joined together to form a sphere. It is transformed at dusk as

Anatomy craft show
On 29 April the Fitzwilliam Medical and Veterinary Society held
their annual Anatomy Craft Show. The prize for the most edible
exhibit went to the cow’s udder (pictured) by Fitzwilliam
second-year vets Lea Wenger and Ben Haythornwaite.
The prize for the most imaginative use of materials went to
Dr Angie Tavernor, Fitzwilliam Veterinary Fellow, for her dog’s
intestinal tract exhibit. The judges were Dr David Bainbridge
(University Clinical Veterinary Anatomist) and Dr Annalise KatzSummercorn (Fitzwilliam Medical Anatomy Supervisor and
Bye-Fellow).

light from inside permeates through the ﬁssures between the stones.
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Music news

Music news
Master’s Conversation with

Yehudi Menuhin
centenary
This year sees the centenary of one of the greatest
violinists of the twentieth century. Fitzwilliam College
hosted a series of events to commemorate the life and
career of Yehudi Menuhin as a musician, teacher and
leader. The series also marked Menuhin's special
relationship with this College; following a symposium of
masterclasses and concerts for young players in 1990 he
was elected an Honorary Fellow in 1991.
The series began in February with a lecture from Humphrey
Burton CBE, also an Honorary Fellow and alumnus of Fitzwilliam
College, based on his biography of Menuhin, reissued this year by
Faber & Faber to mark the centenary.
Lord Menuhin’s association with Fitzwilliam College began with
quartets, so it was fitting that the second and third events in this
series were concerts by the Fitzwilliam String Quartet (FSQ),
founded here in 1968. In May, the FSQ performed the mighty
Beethoven Op. 130, the slow movement of which Menuhin chose
as part of his ‘Desert Island Discs’ in 1977. Our initial series came
to a close with a Gala Concert as part of our annual Music
Reunion on 21 May featuring alumni and current students.

Humphrey Burton CBE
In February, Humphrey Burton CBE, (Music 1951) Honorary
Fellow and Menuhin’s biographer, joined the Master, Nicky
Padﬁeld, for a very special ‘In Conversation’ event to mark
the centenary of the artist’s birth. The event coincided with
the re-publication, by Faber & Faber, of Menuhin: A Life (ﬁrst
published in 2000) as well as with the broadcast of his
twenty-part Classic FM series Yehudi Menuhin: The Master
Musician on Saturday nights at 9pm.
Humphrey entered the BBC as a sound studio manager in
1955. In 1958 he joined the ground-breaking TV arts
magazine Monitor. He has won many international awards,
including three from the British Academy, four Emmies and
the Italia Prize (for The Making of West Side Story). He is best
known as the original presenter of the BBC’s Young Musician
series. In a long career he has been involved in many other
aspects of musical life, directing and hosting televised operas
and concerts, running busy creative departments in ITV and
BBC, working in many of the world’s leading musical venues,
lecturing on cruises, and broadcasting with Radio 3 and
Classic FM.

Second Fitz
Mackerras Fellow
Fitzwilliam alumnus and
conductor Matthew
Waldren (Music 1995) has
been appointed joint
recipient of the 2016
English National Opera
(ENO) Mackerras Fellowship.
The Mackerras Fellowship awarded to an outstanding
emerging conductor offers the recipient the
opportunity to work and
develop at ENO, mentored
by Music Director Mark
Wigglesworth. The award is an ENO initiative in association with
the Philip Loubser Foundation, and celebrates the great legacy of
conductor Sir Charles Mackerras, ENO Music Director between
1970 and 1977. Fitz alumnus Fergus Macleod (Music 2005) was
the recipient in 2015.

Graduate film score

With the support of Chris Wood (MML 1977),
British Ambassador in Taiwan, the College has
set up a new award in the name of Yehudi
Menuhin. The first recipient is violinist Hannah
Roper (Music 2013) who was the youngest
ever regional finalist for BBC Young Musician
and also briefly attended the Menuhin School. She performs
regularly as a soloist and is a member of the University’s best
ensembles. Hannah has been Junior President of both the Music
Society and the Orchestra on the Hill, and has brought several
large-scale community performances to Fitzwilliam.
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From left: The Handlers - Miriam Shovel (2015 MPhil Gender Studies, Christ's),
Alex Maynard (2013 Music, Robinson), Gabriel Chernick (2012 Music, Fitz),
Cameron McCormack (2013 Engineering, King's), Richard Bateman (2013 PhD
English and Music, Fitz), John Bachelor (2013 Music, Selwyn), Robert Folkes
(2014 Music, Fitz)

Under the banner of FitzJAZZ, ensembles featuring Fitzwilliam
students and members from across the University are bringing
jazz, swing and close-harmony vocal music to the College.
FitzJAZZ nights in the 2015/16 academic year include
established groups such as Fitz Swing, Sirens and Barbershop,
plus relative newcomers The Handlers, who are quickly
establishing themselves as a ﬁxture in the Cambridge May Ball
circuit. Richard Bateman, The Handlers’ drummer, said:
“Nothing surpasses the feeling of locking into a groove
alongside your best friends who also happen to be amazing
musicians. And having the opportunity to do that at Fitz - our
spiritual home - is always special.”
Bringing folk into the Music Society term card has also involved
an exploration of the wider possibilities of music in College
outside the concert format. In January, the College Bar played
host to a folk session on Burns night. In Easter Term, the
College welcomed the group ‘Silent Sessions’ for a
performance of their version of Shakespeare’s The Tempest
interwoven with a live folk music score (previously performed
at the St Alban’s Folk Festival).

During July we are delighted to welcome back Akiko Ono, who
first visited the College as one of Menuhin’s students in his
symposium for string quartets. Akiko, who also won the Menuhin
Competition in 2000, is bringing a new generation of outstanding
violinists to Fitzwilliam for a summer school and concert.

Yehudi Menuhin Award

Jazz and Folk events

A new 3-minute ﬁlm for prospective graduate students
showcasing aspects of life at Fitzwilliam was launched by the
College and the MCR back in December. The ﬁlm featured
former MCR President Masaō Ashtine and several other
graduate students talking about life at Fitzwilliam. The ﬁlm
was produced by Kip Loades, and the music was composed
by recent graduate Gabriel Chernick. Watch the video here:
vimeo.com/147837808
Upcoming composer Gabriel (Music 2012) has already won
awards for his ﬁlm scores: notably a silver Global Music Award
for Outstanding Achievement for silent comedy ﬁlm Swag,
directed by Matt Holt (grandson of former Master Jim Holt)
and produced by Sara Shulman. This also won Best Foreign
Short at the LA Indie Film Festival, and is currently in
competition at Cannes.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsEg6vT28zs

Barbershop: Utrecht 380th anniversary
Fitz Barbershop has been highly successful ever since its
formation in 1994. In March the all-male a cappella group
performed in the TivoliVredenburg Concert Hall for Utrecht
University’s 380th anniversary. To mark the occasion, Utrecht
invited groups from its afﬁliated universities and Fitz Barbershop
was the only group chosen to represent the University of
Cambridge. Barbershop President Isaac Jarrett-Barnham
(Philosophy 2014) said: “It was an exciting trip and we
performed three sets throughout the evening at the multi-stage
concert venue in front of approximately 3000 people.”
The Fitz Barbershop will be at the Edinburgh Fringe 12–15
August. They are available to hire for foreign tours and special
occasions. barbershop@fitz.cam.ac.uk
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Student news

Cambridge
University
charity fashion show
As President of Cambridge University Charity Fashion Show (CUCFS), Amna Hameed
(Theology 2013) led a 17-strong team producing one of the biggest philanthropic
events of the Cambridge student calendar. CUCFS aims to bring together students
from across the University to showcase their creative talent. This year, the show
was held at the Cambridge Corn Exchange and raised £10,000, all of which will
go towards tackling social injustice in South London through Cambridge House, a
charity set up by University alumni in 1889. Amna said: “We wanted to create a
celebration of the arts on a grand scale, and show Cambridge is not only about
academic prowess, but imagination, creativity, and fun.”

Epidemiology of malaria in Zanzibar
Sundus Ahmed (MPhil Public Health 2015) is currently researching and
writing up her ﬁndings on the impact of travel on the epidemiology of
malaria in Zanzibar (Tanzania) as part of her ﬁnal-term requirements. The aim
of her study is to determine the extent to which malaria is being imported
onto the island, and will inform current malaria efforts in the region.
Sundus, from Frederick, Maryland is funded by a Rotary Club Global Grant
and is hosted by the Rotary Club of Cambridge. She has been giving talks on
her public health research to Rotary clubs in the region, most recently in Ely,
where she also talked about her work on dengue fever in Ecuador.
Based in the city of Machala, her daily work consisted of visiting dengue patients and conducting
clinical surveys, collecting blood samples and taking anthropometric measurements. “It was very eyeopening to see the impacts of an infectious disease outbreak on the local community and the work
that was being done to control it. This trip played a huge part in my desire to study public health this
year.” Sundus returns to the US in August to start medical school.

Rowing for refugees
On 3 March at 3pm a 24-hour constant Erg session, in which 34 Fitz students took part, kicked
off outside the College’s JCR to raise money towards a scholarship for an ‘at-risk’ or refugee
scholar to pursue a Master’s degree at the University of Cambridge. The event at Fitzwilliam
raised just over £500.

mcr.ﬁtz.cam.ac.uk/events/fund-an-academic-refugee/
Help us reach our target of £1500. Donations raised
will be used to cover the scholar’s University and
College fees.
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Winter Ball 2016

My PhD

Dr Black has been murdered
and you are all suspects.
Join us on 1 December for
a night of intrigue and
enigma, in a setting of glamour and excess, as we
unravel the mystery and unmask the culprit.

www.ﬁtzwilliamcollegeball.co.uk/tickets

CUTEC
Freddi Scheib (PhD Anthropology
2013), President of the Cambridge
University Technology and
Enterprise Club (CUTEC), has
founded an entrepreneurship
programme called Sustainable
Features Challenge (SFC) – an
incubator where start-ups are guided by mentors on business
planning, strategy and structure.
SFC has already launched Entomics, a biotech business which
has received funding and lab space. “We asked the team to
look at the waste that the City of London throws away,”
Freddi explains. “It needs to be transported to different
locations such as farms, where it can be broken down and
used for its bacterial advantage. Entomics formulated a
business based around the Black Soldier ﬂies which are used
to turn waste food into biomass by digesting the material.”
Freddi and the CUTEC team will also be hosting the Tech
Ventures Conference on 25 June with notable speakers,
technology start-ups and workshops.

Debating Society
The Fitzwilliam College Debating Society kicked off this year
with a debating workshop and a debate on the powers of the
security services. Invited guest speakers this year have included
Dr Madsen Pirie, President of the Adam Smith Institute, one of
the UK’s leading free market think-tanks, who discussed state
ownership; Sir Peter Bazalgette (Law 1973), Chair of Arts
Council England, who talked about the importance of Arts
Council funding and the possible ramiﬁcations of cuts; and Sir
Vince Cable (Economics 1962), former Secretary of State for
Business, Innovation and Skills, who took part in the debate ‘This
house believes there is no long term economic plan’ hosted
together with the College’s Economics and Finance Society.

Investing with foresight: regional wind
gust parameterization for the wind
energy sectors of the UK and Caribbean.
Masaō Ashtine explains what his
work involves.
Wind turbines and climate models are more similar than you might
think. We see both everywhere and they pose a constant reminder
both of our inability to tackle climate change, and the lacklustre
attempts our politicians make.
My PhD title includes ‘Investing with foresight’ - because it is
something the wind energy industry fails to grasp. The erection of a
£2m wind turbine demands clear thought on its siting, efﬁciency and
future, but it is often prefaced with 3 to 6 months of inadequate
data collection to assuage the worries of investors. After all, the
greater the risk, the less likelihood of funding; and no funding will
lead to a bad UN ‘Report Card’.
To make my research worthwhile, I have tried to plug this industry
gap, channelling information from climate models to the developers.
Although it is a ‘work in progress’, my PhD models the wind across
the UK and Ireland, as well as the Caribbean – where I am from, and
where the wind industry is ‘ripe for the picking’.
The increasing strength and frequency of gusts can affect the
production of electricity and cause severe disruption to turbines. Yet,
resolutions of climate models are far too coarse to fully capture the
intricacies of wind and turbulence across complex terrains and over
extended periods into the future. While our knowledge is very limited
at hub-heights (ca. 80 -100m) where today’s large-scale wind
turbines capture energy, current methods of modelling have been
largely restricted to the 10m height, with minimal information given
by global climate models to better inform the wind industry.
My research examines methodologies to bridge the gap between
climate models and gust parameterization with speciﬁc emphasis on
the needs of the wind energy sector. End goals can be very elusive
but results are allowing us to better understand the impacts of
climate change on the wind energy sector.

Masaō Ashtine (2013) is a geographer from Trinidad, studying for
his PhD in the Centre for Atmospheric Science. He was MCR President
2015-2016. mia35@cam.ac.uk www.geog.cam.ac.uk/people/ashtine/
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Fitz Ice Hockey star

Boat Races
Fitzwilliam alumnus Clemens Auersperg
(MPhil Management 2014), now studying at

Canadian MPhil student Declan O’Briain was named
Player of the Match in the Cambridge University Ice
Hockey Club (CUIHC) 4 –2 win over the Oxford University
Blues in February. He was also a cornerstone of the
defence as they won the Varsity Patton Cup 4 –3 on 5
March, against the Oxford Blues (not to be confused
with the Oxford University Blues – don’t ask!).

Table Tennis
Fitzwilliam has a strong reputation for table tennis,
and this year, Juan Antonio Rubio-Lara (PhD Engineering
2013) and ‘Eddie’ Shaui Wei (MPhil Gender Studies
2015) have successfully reinvigorated the College’s
table tennis team.
As well as captaining the club, they both coach less
experienced players. Juan said: “Table Tennis is an allability-friendly sport as it is convenient and affordable
especially with the introduction of the new table tennis
table. It’s also a good way to train the body and relax
the mind. And in an environment like Cambridge, some
form of exercise is necessary.” They are currently
second in the ﬁrst division in British Universities &
Colleges Sport (BUCS).

Women’s Varsity
Rugby victory

Peterhouse, was a member of the winning
Cambridge crew this year. The Light Blue Men
powered to a decisive two-and-a-half length
victory over their Dark Blue rivals, ending
Oxford’s three-year victorious run on the Thames.

CUIHC’s win paved the way for the Light Blues to take their ﬁrst ever national
title against the Nottingham Mavericks, although the season ended in a
narrow 5 – 4 defeat at the hands of the Southampton Spitﬁres in Shefﬁeld
on 24 April.

Few people watching can have failed to be
moved by the extraordinary sight of the
Women’s Light Blues rowing half under water for
a full 20 minutes of the 2016 Cancer Research
Boat Race. Oxford took the victory, ﬁnishing
71 seconds ahead of the Light Blues, which
included Fitzwilliam’s own Ashton Brown (PhD
Education 2015) in bow. Rob Clegg, umpiring,
said Cambridge put on “an absolutely stunning
performance, so brave, hard as nails. They

Cambridge Ladies win Modern
Pentathlon Varsity Match
The 2016 Modern Pentathlon Varsity Match took place on 25–26 March at
Tonbridge School in Kent with three
members of the College competing
in the full teams.

deserve a medal."

“You may have lost the race but you won
the hearts of all who love sport by your
absolutely amazing spirit and courage to
not give in – it really moved me and
epitomised the very best in sport."
Email message to Cath Bishop, Chair of the
Cambridge University Women’s Boat Club
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The Ladies’ team included Alice
Watson (Veterinary Medicine 2011)
and Ali Simon (Land Economy
2012), while Josh Briegal (Physics
2012) was on the Gentlemen’s
team. 2016 saw the Cambridge
Ladies victorious, and the
Gentlemen narrowly defeated.
Individually Alice was placed second
and achieved a Full Blue score; Ali
was seventh, and Josh tenth in the
Gentlemen’s section.

From Left: Josh Briegal, Alice Watson, Ali Simon
and Ed Tusting (Veterinary Medicine 2008)

Football Varsity Match

Hannah Cooper

Chloe Withers

Hannah Cooper (Natural Sciences 2013) and Chloe
Withers (Medicine 2012), played in the team which beat
Oxford 52–0 at Twickenham on 10 December with
Chloe scoring a try. The Cambridge team became the
ﬁrst side to score more than 50 points in a single match.

Fitzwilliam has a strong tradition of
excellence in football, and in the
last few years Fitz has been the
most represented College on the
Varsity squad. This year Henry
Warne (Vice-Captain/Goalkeeper,
Human, Social and Political
Sciences 2013), Joe Painter (Centre
Mid-Field, Natural Sciences 2012)
and Peter Rutzler (Wing, History
2014) are all in the team.
Henry, who played semiprofessionally for Brighton, Dorking
and Sutton United Youth Squad,
confesses he chose Fitzwilliam on
the basis of its performance in
football: “The College team is a
great platform for football
enthusiasts and aspirational Varsity

players alike. Peter Rutzler started
off playing for Fitz, before joining
the Blues, skipping the seconds
altogether to take up a place in the
First team.”
The Blues may have lost 2-1 to
Oxford at this year’s Craven Cottage
match, but Henry says the beneﬁts
of playing football at university are
extensive. “Fitting my training
around my academic work means
I have to plan my time effectively
and work efﬁciently. This seems to
work well for the whole squad; most
of us are getting Firsts or high 2:1s.
And unlike many university football
teams, the Blues are very accepting,
friendly and socially inclusive –
everyone feels comfortable.”

In this historic ﬁrst-ever women’s rugby Varsity match at
Twickenham, Cambridge scored eight tries in a
dominant performance making this the 11th win for the
Light Blues in 29 matches. About 70 alumni and
friends – including the Master and Christopher Padﬁeld –
attended and were seated together having booked
tickets for the Blues Village through the College
Development Ofﬁce.
Commenting on the signiﬁcance of the occasion the
Master, Nicky Padﬁeld, said: “I thought they
accomplished what might have seemed the impossible:
many of the men to whom I talked afterwards,
traditional supporters of ‘male’ rugby, had arrived ready
to be sceptical and left duly and genuinely impressed.
What greater compliment?”

Peter Rutzler
(Wing)

Joe Painter
(Centre Mid-Field)

Henry Warne
(Vice-Captain/Goalkeeper)
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Events diary

Stepping down as Development
Director after five years, Helen
Bettinson (History 1982) reflects on
how Fitzwilliam has come of age.

2016
JUNE
Saturday 18
Past v Present Cricket Match & Dinner
JULY
Saturday 9
1966 Golden Matriculation Reunion
SEPTEMBER
Friday 23 - Sunday 25
82nd Reunion Weekend –
Invited Years ending in 6
Saturday 24
Reunion Lecture: ‘Law and the Theatre: An
Early Modern Dialogue’ by Dr Subha Mukherji.
NOVEMBER
Saturday 12
Careers Fair & Classics Alumni Dinner
Thursday 17
Foundation Lecture
DECEMBER
Thursday 1
Winter Ball

2017
FEBRUARY
Saturday 18
Medical & Veterinary Society Annual Dinner
SEPTEMBER
Friday 22 - Sunday 24
Reunion: Invited Years ending in 7.

For full details of all upcoming events,
visit www.ﬁtz.cam.ac.uk/events

Returning to Fitz in 2010, after an absence of 25 years, was a
little strange at ﬁrst, and also bitter-sweet. It was the same
place that I’d graduated from in 1985, but it wasn’t… for one thing, it was twice the size.
The addition of New Court, Wilson Court, the Chapel, Auditorium, Gatehouse and The
Olisa Library, meant that I’d come back to a College that had not only expanded hugely in
a physical sense, but had grown in conﬁdence too.
As a 20th century historian I am fascinated by Fitzwilliam’s coming-of-age narrative.
Reading about the experiences of our early Fellows and the cohort of young men that
arrived here in 1966, is a reminder of how much has been achieved. As a member of
Governing Body I’ve been struck by how hard our Fellows work – not just in their academic
positions, but as members of committees and in fulﬁlling pastoral and administrative roles
that enable this place to function. Fitzwilliam’s small Fellowship (by Cambridge standards)
means that there is much work to be shared by a limited number, and it is done with
efﬁciency, humour and commitment. Many of our Fellows have served and guided the
College for decades and their personal contributions to making Fitzwilliam what it is, has
been immense, and continues to be so.
This summer I shall step down from my role as Development Director and resign my
Fellowship. I do so with a little sadness, tempered by the knowledge that as an alumna I
have the opportunity to remain engaged in College life. And if you were wondering what
has been the ‘bitter’ part of the bitter-sweetness of returning after a quarter century away
– it is simply the daily reminder that I am no longer a student and that our students
weren’t even born when I graduated. Time marches on, exactly as it should do.
In August Dr Nicola Jones will be joining the College from Robinson College to take over as
the new Development Director.

Allergy awareness award for Fitzwilliam
‘FreeFrom Eating Out’ award
Fitzwilliam was named joint winner of the 2015 ‘FreeFrom Eating Out’
Award in the Schools, Colleges and Universities category.
The prestigious award was presented to Catering Manager Rob Clarke by
celebrity chef Anthony Worrall Thompson (pictured) at the Food Matters
Live Event on 17 November 2015 at Excel in London.
The FreeFrom Eating Out Awards were launched to raise awareness of the
huge opportunities offered by ‘freefrom’ food within the food service sector
now that the new allergen regulations affecting food service have come into
force. Catering Manager Rob Clarke said: “The law is a major change for all
food service providers – and we serve around 2,600 meals per week.

I am delighted that the Saffron system, which we have
been using at Fitzwilliam for four years, has enabled us to
provide detailed dietary information to all our students. We have a
QR code system which enables everyone to check ingredients,
allergens and nutritional information on their smartphones or on the
website before they come in for meals.”
To be eligible to participate, the College had to offer a minimum of
three gluten-free and two dairy- and egg-free savoury dishes and three
gluten-free and two dairy- and egg-free sweet dishes each day and have an
emergency protocol for dealing with allergic reactions.

WHY NOT HOLD YOUR CONFERENCE, CHRISTMAS PARTY OR SPECIAL EVENT AT FITZWILLIAM?
CHRISTMAS BROCHURE NOW AVAILABLE | B&B available during the summer and December.

Contact the Conference & Events Office on 01223 332040
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